Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), the most common genetic markers in genome-wide association studies, are usually in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with each other within a small genomic region. Both single-and two-marker-based LD mapping methods have been developed by taking advantage of the LD structures. In this study, a more general LD mapping framework with an arbitrary number of markers has been developed to further improve LD mapping and its detection power. This method is referred as multi-marker linkage disequilibrium mapping (mmLD). For the parameter estimation, we implemented a two-phase estimation procedure: first, haplotype frequencies were estimated for known markers; then, haplotype frequencies were updated to include the unknown quantitative trait loci based on estimates from the first step. For the hypothesis testing, we proposed a novel sequential likelihood ratio test procedure, which iteratively removed haplotypes with zero frequency and subsequently determined the proper degree of freedom. To compare the proposed mmLD method with other existing mapping methods, e.g. the adjusted single-marker LD mapping and the SKAT_C, we performed extensive simulations under various scenarios. The simulation results demonstrated that the mmLD has the same or higher power than the existing methods, while maintaining the correct type I errors. We further applied the mmLD to a public data set, 'GAW17', to investigate its applicability. The result showed the good performance of mmLD. We concluded that this improved mmLD method will be useful for future genome-wide association studies and genetic association analyses.
Introduction
Recent genetic studies have shown that many biologically and clinically important traits, such as complex diseases, are likely affected by complicated genetic architectures [1] . That is, multiple genes are involved in the development of these traits, exerting their influences singly or interactively with others [2] [3] [4] . For continuous traits, which are quantifiable and therefore referred as quantitative traits, their controlling genes are called quantitative trait loci (QTL). To detect the association between these traits and their QTL, many useful methods have been developed [2, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . While most of these traditional methods are based on tests constructed on single markers, more recent genome-wide association studies (GWASs) have focused on tests that are based on multiple markers, such as regression-based methods [10, 11] or single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) selection with penalty approaches [12] .
Based on the most recent dbSNP database (http://www.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/snp_summary.cgi), it is estimated that there are about 97 million SNPs in human genome. Although it is possible to survey these genetic variations in whole genomes through high-throughput sequencing techniques, its cost is still too high for large-scale studies. So presently, the most popular platform for SNP studies concerning thousands of subjects is still through SNP arrays, which sample about 1 million SNPs. This seems to represent only a small percentage of total SNPs; however, well-designed arrays are able to conserve a large percentage of genomic information. The reason is that SNPs in the genome are not independent of each other, rather they are locally linked and form the so-called linkage disequilibrium (LD) blocks. This phenomenon of LD describes the deviation of the observed frequency of a haplotype from random associations [1] . Owing to this correlated structure, the sampled SNPs would carry information about those unsampled ones and represent their presences in the genome [2] . The LD structures arise because when genetic markers are passed from generation to generation, markers that are close to each other tend to be inherited together (maybe disrupted by chromosomal crossover), which consequently make markers, or SNPs, correlated with each other in a neighborhood.
Based on the LD structures, a group of methods that capitalize on directly incorporating the LD information into genetic mapping have been developed, and therefore, they are referred as LD mapping [2-6, 8, 13, 14] . Both single-and two-marker LD mapping have been established, and the two-marker LD mapping showed considerably higher power than single-marker LD mapping [2] . Logically, LD mappings with multiple markers (! 3) are expected to be even more powerful than the two-marker method, as more markers may carry more information about the QTL and subsequently draw better inferences. However, multi-marker LD mapping (mmLD) has not been developed yet, owing to several challenges when extending the mapping from two to more markers, e.g. how to properly determine the degrees of freedom of the test. Also, as more markers are included in the model, marginal effects of additional markers would diminish gradually; therefore, it is also interesting to know how many markers would be sufficient for the efficient implementation of mmLD. In this study, we will address these issues and propose a LD mapping framework suitable for an arbitrary number of SNPs.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: we first describe the general framework of the mmLD, with detailed procedures on parameter estimation and hypothesis testing; then the performance of mmLD will be evaluated through extensive simulation studies under various scenarios, and compared with other existing methods; lastly, we will demonstrate the application of the mmLD using a real-data example.
Methods

General setting for the mmLD
Let us assume a univariate phenotypic trait, which is controlled by a causal QTL with two alleles (Q and q), and the allele frequencies of Q and q are expressed as p Q and p q ¼ 1 À p Q . Suppose that the QTL is genetically linked to a group of SNP markers, M ' ð' ¼ 1; . . . ; k; k > 2Þ, forming a LD block in which each marker M ' has two alleles M ' and m ' with corresponding frequencies of p ' and 1 À p ' . Then, the k markers may form 2 k possible haplotypes, or 2 kþ1 possible joint haplotypes together with the QTL. Let p M1ÁÁÁM k denote the frequency of haplotypes formed by the k markers, and p M1 ÁÁÁM k ;Q the frequency of the joint haplotype by the k markers and the QTL. To characterize the LD between the QTL and the k markers, i.e. the deviation of the observed frequency of the joint haplotype from random association of QTL and markers is specified in the following equation: 
Likelihood function of the mmLD
Suppose a random sample of size n is drawn from a nature population under Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) [15] . For subject i ði ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ, k markers M i1 Á Á Á M ik ð Þhave been genotyped and a continuous phenotypic trait ðy i Þ has also been obtained. Assume the continuous trait is directly affected by the QTL. Then, the relationship between the observed phenotypes and their expected means, as determined by the QTL genotypes, can be described in the following mixture model:
where n ij is an indicator variable defined as 1 if subject i has a QTL genotype j (2 for QQ, 1 for Qq, and 0 for qq), l j is the expected phenotypic mean for a QTL genotype j, and e i is the error term that is assumed to follow a Gaussian normal distribution with zero mean and variance r 2 . Let
Pðn ij ¼ 1Þ denote the conditional probability of subject i carrying a certain QTL genotype j given its marker information. Then, the likelihood function based on the phenotype and multiple markers can be constructed as follows: where H p is a vector of the population genetic parameters that describe haplotype frequencies including the k known markers and one putative QTL, and H q ¼ l 0 ; È l 1 ; l 2 ; r 2 g is a vector of parameters for the phenotypic trait. The calculation p jji becomes more complicated as k; the number of known markers, increases, and this issue will be addressed in the section below.
Calculation of joint and conditional genotypic probabilities with k markers
For small k e:g: k ¼ 1 or 2 ð Þ ; the conditional probabilities of QTL given specific marker genotypes can be calculated from their corresponding haplotype frequencies [2] . However, as the numbers of haplotypes ð2 k Þ and genotypes ð3 k Þ increase exponentially with the number of genetic loci k ð Þ, the calculation of genotypic probabilities becomes much more difficult for a large k. Here we describe a general algorithm for the calculation of genotypic probabilities for the k markers, which then can be used for constructing conditional probabilities of QTL given markers.
In general, genotypes can be categorized into two classes: homozygote or heterozygote. If a subject has homozygotes at all genetic loci, its joint genotypic probabilities can be simply expressed as the square of its underlying haplotype frequency.
However, if at least one of the loci contains heterozygotes, the expression of its joint genotypic probabilities becomes complicated, as one genotype may be originated from the sum of two times the product of different haplotypes. For simplicity, the two alleles of a specific locus are denoted as 0 for the major allele and 1 for the minor allele, and the corresponding three genotypes are denoted as 0, 1 and 2, simply as the summation of the two alleles. We illustrate the algorithm using an example of five loci (k ¼ 5) in the following steps:
Step 1: Determine zygotic status (homozygote versus heterozygote) for genotypes at k loci.
Step Step 3: If there is at least one heterozygote locus, then
Step 3.1: for homozygote loci (genotype of 0 or 2), their allelic representations in the two haplotypes are both 0s or both 1s;
Step 3.2: for heterozygote loci (genotype of 1), their allelic representations in two haplotypes are 0 and 1, which can be switched for different origin of parents;
Step 3.3: the overall genotypic probability is then the sum of two times the product of corresponding haplotypic frequencies. For example, the genotype of AaBbccDDee(G 11202 ) with five loci constists of two different haplotype combinations: (00101j11101) and (10101j01101), and the haplotyopes in each combination may have two different parental origins. So the probability of AaBbccDDee(G 11202 ) can be expressed as: p(AaBbccDDee)¼ 2p 00101 p 11101 þ 2p 10101 p 01101 .
Parameter estimation
To obtain the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of parameters in the likelihood function (3), we use the traditional Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, which is efficient for mixture models. Particularly, in the setting of the mmLD, we propose a two-phase algorithm: the first phase is to estimate haplotype frequencies based on genotypes of the k known markers, and the second phase is to estimate the joint haplotype frequencies of QTL and the k known markers, and phenotypic parameters. As algorithms for estimating haplotype frequencies have been intensively studied, for our purpose, we simply adopted an available algorithm, called the 'haplo-stat'. The 'haplo-stat' is also an EM-based method, which is proposed by Excoffier and Slatkin [16] [17] [18] .
Overall, the detailed algorithmic workflow for the parameter estimation in mmLD is described as follows:
Step 1: Estimate the 2 k haplotype frequencies for k known markers from the given genotype data. The R-package 'haplo.stat' is applied here [16] .
Step 
p are initialized to be half of each haplotypic frequency of the k known markers from step 1.
Step 3: Derive the conditional joint genotypic probabilities from the haplotype frequencies based on the algorithm illustrated previously.
Step 4: E-step in the EM algorithm for solving the MLE: The data are first augmented with variables Z ij , indicator functions that are equal to 1 if a subject i carries QTL genotype j, and 0 otherwise. Then, for the r th iteration, the complete log-likelihood can be expressed as: 
The posterior probabilities for subject i carrying the particular QTL genotypes j is:
for i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n, and j ¼ 0, 1 or 2.
Step 5: M-step in the EM algorithm for solving the MLE: In this step, we need to maximize the expectation of the complete loglikelihood:
As shown in (6), the function can be separately maximized regarding the phenotypic and haplotypic parameters.
M1. For the estimation of the phenotypic parameters (H q ), their expressions can be derived from the estimation equations and are in closed form as given below:
M2. For the estimation of the haplotypic parameters (H p ), another inner layer of EM algorithm can be used. In this step, we need to infer the haplotype frequencies of the k known markers and the QTL from their expected genotypic probabilities. Again we adopted an available software, EH (Estimating Haplotype), here for our purpose [17] .
Step 6: Iterate the steps 4-5 until the log-likelihood function converges.
Hypothesis testing
The overall goal here is to test whether any unknown QTL is in LD with a group of k known markers. Significant LDs infer that the k known markers and the unknown QTL are physically close, which could provide the guidance for subsequent biological validations. The hypothesis for the mmLD mapping can be formulated as follows: 
where ' H0 and ' H1 are the maximum likelihoods under H 0 and H 1 , respectively. Under H 0 , the LRT asymptotically follows a v 2 -distribution with a degree of freedom (d.f.) that is the difference between the numbers of parameters under H 0 and H 1 .
Estimating the degrees of freedom
If all haplotypes of the k known markers exist and are estimable from the sampled data, then the d. 
Another practical issue is for haplotypes with small quantities (e.g. 0.0001). Our simulation studies below showed that if they were always treated as zeros, which reduces the d.f., the overall type I error would be inflated; on the other hand, when they were always treated as non-zero quantities, the test would be too conservative. To solve this issue, we propose a novel sequential LRT procedure. That is, haplotypes with small frequencies will be tested sequentially from the smallest non-zero haplotype to examine whether they are significantly different from zero. The full model assumes that the small quantity is an effective non-zero haplotype, while the reduced model regards it as a zero quantity. The deviance of their likelihoods is tested by LRT with 1 d.f. The procedure will be repeated for one haplotype at a time from that with the smallest non-zero frequency, until the frequencies of all remaining haplotypes cannot be set to zero. Then the d.f. is the number of haplotypes with non-zero frequencies. Note that in this way, the d.f. for each sample is not pre-fixed, but data adaptive.
Results
Extensive Monte Carlo simulations have been performed to examine the statistical properties of the proposed mmLD mapping method. Let us consider a sample of n subjects randomly chosen from a human population under HWE. For each subject, suppose its phenotypic value (y) is controlled by an underlying QTL, which is in linkage with a group of k ! 2 ð Þ markers in a LD block. The marker and QTL genotypes were simulated based on pre-specified haplotype frequencies, and the phenotypic values were generated based on QTL genotypes according to equation (2) . The variances in phenotypic values were determined by different heritability values (H 2 ) [19] , which quantifies the genetic contribution from the QTL to the overall variation in the trait. QTL information has been removed from mmLD mapping to mimic the real scenario that QTL may be ungenotyped. Each simulated setting was performed 1000 times for the evaluation of the type I error and power.
Evaluation of the type I error
We first consider simulations with three known markers and assume a sample size of 2000. The true haplotype frequencies of the three markers are given in Table 1 , in which p 000 is set to be zero, and the frequencies of another two haplotypes (p 010 and p 110 ) are set to be small values, 0.0005 and 0.0003, respectively. Based on these haplotype frequencies, marker genotypes can be generated for all subjects. As the type I error is evaluated under H 0 , i.e. QTL is independent of the markers, the QTL genotypes are then generated independent of the known markers with p Q ¼ 0:5, assuming HWE. The phenotypic means for the three QTL genotypes (0, 1 and 2) are assumed to be l 0 ¼ 20; l 1 ¼ 40 and l 2 ¼ 60, respectively. Suppose the ith subject carries QTL genotype j, its phenotypic value is generated from a Gaussian distribution with the mean l j and a variance of r 2 ¼ 5.
The estimated type I error is calculated as the ratio of the number of simulations in which H 0 is rejected over the total number of simulations.
In Table 1 
Power comparison between smLD, SKAT_C and mmLD
Next, we evaluated the power of the mmLD mapping method, which is the probability of correctly detecting the existence of a QTL when a QTL is indeed in LD with tested markers. Two scenarios were considered: (1) a QTL is assumed to be located among a group of adjacent k markers and is not genotyped; or (2) the QTL is genotyped, as one of the known markers [2] . Powers were separately assessed for these two scenarios. Additionally, the mmLD has been compared with other methods that can handle multiple markers, such as the adjusted single marker LD test (smLD), and SKAT_C [10, 11, 20] . smLD refers that markers are tested individually and a Bonferroni adjustment is applied to check if any marker is significant. Scenario 1-QTL is not genotyped: Two different settings with three or four known markers were considered here, and the marker and QTL genotypes were generated based on true values of parameters given in Tables 3 and 4 . For each setting, the simulated data were generated under two cases: (1) true haplotype frequencies contain some zeros, and (2) true haplotype frequencies do not contain any zero. The phenotypic values were generated based on Gaussian distribution with different l 0 ¼ 20; l 1 ¼ 40 or l 2 ¼ 60, as determined by QTL genotypes, and with variances that were determined by the heritability value (H 2 ) [19] . The QTL information was discarded after simulation and therefore was not used in the analysis. Based on these parameters and designs, the power comparisons were conducted by different sample sizes (n ¼ Figures 2 and 3 , in general, the detecting powers of all three methods increase as the sample size or the heritability becomes larger. Particularly, the mmLD method demonstrated much higher power than the other two methods: smLD and SKAT_C. Through these results, it is clear that the mmLD showed quite stable performance compared with other existing methods for the non-genotyped QTL. Scenario 2-QTL is genotyped as a marker: In this scenario, one marker was assumed to be a QTL. The simulated setting was given in Table 5 , in which four markers were included and the fourth marker was set to be the QTL. It is expected that the single marker methods (smLD) would have better power than the multi-marker methods in this case because QTL is indeed genotyped. Figure 4 displays the power comparisons of the three methods. Importantly, while the power of the mmLD is slightly less than that of the smLD, it still showed comparable power to it. Particularly when the sample size is reasonably large, i.e. n > 500, all methods have power of almost 1. This suggests when a QTL has indeed been genotyped, it is fairly easy to be detected by most methods. This simulation demonstrates the robustness of the mmLD.
Powers with different number of markers
As it is expected that more markers could carry more information about their linked QTL, mmLD with more markers would seemingly increase the detecting power. However, it is also expected that the marginal gain of additional markers would decrease when markers are correlated. That is, most QTL effect that an additional marker could carry has already been reflected in the existing markers in the model. Additionally, mmLD with more markers usually requests more computation. So, a question of interest is how many markers should be included in mmLD to ensure sufficient power in QTL detection. To study this, we tracked the power change with different numbers of known markers.
In this simulation, we considered seven known markers and one QTL. The marker and QTL genotypes are generated according to the true haplotype frequencies given in Table 6 . The phenotype is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution with l 0 ¼ 20, l 1 ¼ 40 or l 2 ¼ 60 and a variance corresponding to H 2 ¼ 0:05: The sample size is set to be 2000, and each simulation was conducted 500 times. Figure 5 showed the power change of the mmLD, SKAT_C and smLD, with different numbers of markers. With three known markers applied, the power of mmLD reached 1. Also, the powers of the other methods reached almost 1 when four or five markers were considered. However, the overall power of mmLD was consistently higher than those of SKAT_C or smLD. This suggests that in practice, we probably need to consider only four-or five-marker LD mapping.
Real data application
To further evaluate the applicability of the mmLD mapping with real genomic structures, the new method was applied to a public data set, 'GAW17', which is kindly provided by Texas Biomedical Research Institute at Genetic Analysis Workshop [21] . The GAW17 was a 'mini-exome' scan, using real sequence data for several hundred genes from the 1000 Genomes Project [21, 22] . As the original phenotypic data provided by the GAW17 was simulated based on a few rare variants with minor allele frequencies (MAF < 5%), it is not readily applicable to our mmLD model. Thus, although the real genomic sequences were used here, we re-generated the phenotypic data with a specified QTL, and rare variants (MAF < 5%) were removed in this analysis as usually done in GWAS analyses. The mmLD mapping, smLD and SKAT_C were compared on SNP structures from three Figure 6 . We assumed that the phenotype followed a Gaussian normal distribution with three means (l 0 ¼ 20, l 1 ¼ 40 and l 2 ¼ 60), as determined by QTL genotypes, and a variance corresponding to H 2 ¼ 0:1. The mmLD was then applied to scan the whole chromosome using a moving window with five markers. In the case that several consecutive windows all show significance, the most significant one were reported. Figure 6 shows the Manhattan plot of negative log10 pvalues of SNPs on the three scans. Based on the Bonferroni correction, the overall significant cutoffs were set to be 3.35, 3.39 and 3.41, respectively. It is clear that the p-values for several SNPs nearby true location of the QTL passed the significance level in three methods. The mmLD successfully identified the locations of the QTLs, which are the true locations of the QTLs. While smLD and SKAT_C could identify the preset QTL locations, they also showed significant signals at other locations. Although the mmLD showed some false signals on the 5th chromosome, it is much less than those of the smLD and SKAT_C. This suggests that mmLD can perform well with real genomic structures.
Discussion
The LD mapping method with two markers (tmLD) was an improvement from the single-marker-based LD mapping [2] , and has been useful for QTL detection. However, it is expected that the power of tmLD can be further improved with more markers incorporated into the LD mapping method. In this study, we extended the tmLD method to a more general multi-marker framework. Particularly, we solved the d.f. issue regarding the LRT, by proposing a sequential procedure, a strategy analogous to the backward model selection. One important feature of the sequential procedure is that it yields the d.f. adaptively according to the sampled data. That is, haplotypes with small frequencies will be tested sequentially to determine whether it is significantly different from zero, and subsequently whether it should be counted to the d.f. The sequential procedure worked well in the simulated studies in terms of both type I error and power evaluations. The reason may lie in that if the frequency of one haplotype is small in the population, subjects carrying such haplotype might not be selected during the sampling, in which the effective haplotype frequency in a specific sample would be truly zero. Therefore, the degrees of freedom should vary from data to data.
In this sequential process, several tests have been conducted to search for the proper d.f. Therefore, multiple testing issues may occur owing to the iterative testing scheme. To examine how the multiple tests may affect the power of mmLD, we have used the Bonferroni method to control the family-wise type I error (data not shown). The issue is that the number of tests differs from data to data, so we cannot preset a number for all data. Rather we set the number of tests to be the number of haplotypes with small quantities, i.e. < 1 2Ãn , where n is the sample size. Our simulation results showed that the adjustment for multiple testing did not seem to affect much on the power, compared with sequential LRT without adjustment. Thus, we expect that multiple-testing issue should not be a big concern in practice.
In the power evaluation, mmLD showed either higher than or almost equal power performance to the adjusted singlemarker association test (smLD) and SKAT_C [10, 11] , based on scenarios when a QTL is either genotyped or non-genotyped. A real data application has also been conducted to show the practical usage of mmLD. We expect that the mmLD can be a useful tool for future GWAS analyses, or for secondary analyses of large amount of existing GWASs.
Population structure may be of concern in a GWAS, as it can lead to spurious associations if sample stratification indeed exists in the data. In this case, some well-known methods developed to account for population structure can be incorporated into the mmLD mapping to address this issue [23] . For instance, we may first apply principal component analysis on the genotype data [24] , and then choose the first few large principal components to be included in the Model (2) as additional covariates to account for the population structures. The computational framework for parameter estimation and hypothesis testing described here can then be applied with slight modifications.
It should be noted as mmLD capitalizes on assumption that the underlying QTL is in LD with a group of observed markers, implicitly suggesting that phenotypic traits to be considered in mmLD should be inheritable. For traits that are known to be heavily affected by somatic mutations, such as cancer, the mmLD would not be suitable. Ideally, the mmLD should be applied to GWAS with traits already proved to be heritable with other genetic evidence, such as those based on pedigrees or twin studies. Another note is that the implementation of mmLD depends on haplotype estimations from other R packages [16, 17] , and so its execution is slower than both smLD and SKAT_C. We hope to improve computational efficiency of mmLD in the future by executing it with more efficient languages like C or C þþ. For genome-wide scanning, one strategy to apply mmLD is that single-marker analysis can be applied first to filter out several candidate regions with loose threshold, and then mmLD can be applied to those candidate regions. This two-step process may greatly alleviate the computation burden of mmLD.
